
MATERIALS 
FOR STORAGE 

Packing and storing 
objects appropriately 
can make a 
significant impact 
to the preservation 
of cultural objects. 
To ensure objects 
remain safe and 
stable, museum 
grade materials, 
such as acid free 
tissue paper, archival 
board and foam, 
are recommended 
for the long-term 
storage and housing 
of objects. 

Storage systems, such as boxes, folders, cupboards or drawers, are valuable 
for the long-term housing of collection materials as they protect the objects 
from exposure to light, changes in temperature and humidity, pests and dust. 
However, it is important to consider the materials used for long-term storage 
and housing, as non-archival materials can contribute to deterioration and 
irreversible damage to objects. Acids in non-archival cards, tissue and paper can 
cause staining and weakening of materials. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) in bubble 
wrap is not chemically stable and produces acids that can cause damage. It also 
can leave bubble impressions on objects.

To ensure objects remain safe, clean and stable, museum grade materials such 
as acid free tissue paper, archival board and foam, cotton or Tyvek covers and 
mylar plastic sheets and pockets are recommended for long-term storage and 
housing. These materials are stable and can easily be used to make boxes and 
other storage materials. 

RECOMMENDED MATERIALS
• Chemically stable plastics, labelled PE, PP, HDPE or HDPP, available as 

flexible sheets that can be used for boxes or rolls for pockets and wrapping:  
• Polyester – Mylar or Melinex are made from a polyester (polyethylene 

terephthalate).
• Polypropylene – clear or coloured sheeting. Thicker, more rigid 

polypropylene is often made into boxes, files or pockets.
• Polyethylene – clear plastic sheeting.
• Specially produced cellulose products (tissue, card, paper) that are:
• Archival quality - generic term indicating product is appropriate for use with 

collections.
• Acid-free - general term indicating product is free of acids, typically with a 

neutral pH (7.0).
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• Alkaline buffered - indicates product contains an alkaline compound, 
designed to neutralise any acids present or slow development of acids (best 
for paper). 

• Unbuffered or non-buffered – indicates there is no alkaline reserve. Will 
usually have a neutral pH (7.0) (best for photographs or textiles).

• Tyvek® - is a non-woven material made from high-density polyethylene fibres. 
• Un-dyed, washed cotton. 
• Dacron or Parsilk (both polyester fabrics)
• Ethafoam or Zotefoam – dense, closed-cell polyethylene material. 

RECOMMENDED USES
• Mylar or polypropylene pockets protect paper items and photographs from 

fingerprints and creasing. If required, a piece of archival board can support 
larger items within the pockets. 

• Polyethylene sheeting for bags, covers and wrapping. 
• Archival quality acid free card for boxes. 
• Acid-free, buffered tissue and card to interleave between paper, unbuffered 

for photographs and textiles. 
• Ethafoam or Zotefoam blocks to lift objects up off the storeroom floor, and 

can be used as supports within object boxes. 
• Artist sketchbooks and rare books can be stored in flat boxes and fragile 

pages separated with archival tissue. Flat storage protects fragile spines from 
the stress of upright storage.

• Large works on paper (i.e., maps) can be stored in flat plan drawers in large 
mylar sleeves or interleaved with acid free tissue to prevent contact.

• Objects, including barks, can be stored in custom-made archival boxes with 
foam blocks and cotton ties holding them in place (or supported by washed 
cotton and dacron pillows).

• Store textiles on padded hangers and cover with dust-covers made from 
Tyvek, parsilk or washed un-dyed cotton fabric. 

• Store heavy or fragile textiles flat, in archival card or polypropylene textile 
boxes, supported with washed cotton bags.

• Use Tyvek® or washed cotton/calico covers to keep dust off furniture items.

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
• Use box sizes and box styles appropriate for the object types. 
• Use pH pen to test all the card storage boxes and tissue used to ensure the 

materials are archival. Replace any materials that are found to be non-
archival. 

• Multiple items housed within archival boxes should be separated by 
individual wrapping or dividers to ensure that items are not in direct contact 
with each other. This will also reduce possibility of objects moving around in 
the box. 

• Pad out boxes to support materials as required. 
• Do not overfill storage containers/units as this poses a risk to the objects.
• Examine packing material carefully before throwing it away, small items or 

broken parts of an object can be found within wrappings. 
• If stacking framed works, orient to sit face-to-face or back-to-back. 

Cardboard dividers should then divide each double stack of artworks.

SUMMARY
Use products suitable to collection material type and appropriate for the size 
of the object. This will ensure long-term preservation. Where possible, modify 
materials best you can (i.e., if in a remote location: dacron, parsilk and cotton 
can usually be obtained locally. Convert tri-wall sturdy non archival boxes i.e., 
computer boxes, by lining with tissue, or use plastic tote tubs or trays).
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RESOURCES

reCollections – Caring for 
Collections Across Australia – 
Handling, Transportation, Storage 
and Display, Heritage Collections 
Council, available online: 
http://go.unimelb.edu.au/36wi

The Effects of Storage and Display 
Materials on Museum Objects, 
Museums Australia, Victoria, 
available online: 
http://go.unimelb.edu.au/f4wi 

Packing and storing books, State 
Library of Victoria, availble online: 
http://go.unimelb.edu.au/44wi

Batterham, I & Wignell, J 2008, 
‘The mitigating effects of 
packaging on temperature and 
humidity fluctuations’, AICCM 
Book, Paper and Photographic 
Materials Symposium, AICCM, pp. 
1-6, accessed online: 
http://go.unimelb.edu.au/m4wi

Storage materials to avoid, 
Museums and Galleries of NSW, 
available online: 
http://go.unimelb.edu.au/t4wi
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